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TheHijacking
of The Earth
How the cabal of the Illuminati have taken control
over the world; 1776-2021.
Proof that the JFK assassination and 9-11-2001
were inside jobs(top down terrorism).
^
/OO\
Discover
the world secret.
ABSOLUTELY STUNNING!
How the Illuminati have been
Behind the Events of World History
To Cause and Control World Government
The hope in this small PDF is that is is shared by you to the rest of the world.
"If a writer publishes any thing that attracts notice, and is in itself just, but does not
accord with our plan, we must endeavor to win him over, or decry him.
The great strength of our Order [Freemasonry] lies in its concealment; let it never appear
in any place in its own name, but always covered by another name, and another
occupation.
"Of all the means I know to lead men, the most effectual is a concealed mystery. The
hankering of the mind is irresistible;" ~Adam Weishaupt 33 (code-name Spartacus)
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This is no conspiracy theory. The Illuminati is conspiracy fact. The
Illuminati have been behind, the financiers of, World Wars. They have
been behind the biggest political assassinations; such as JFK. They are
behind the architectural design of airports, buildings, and even cities.
Washington DC is a prime example.
There is a semi-secret society, mostly of men, called Freemasonry.
There are 33 levels of power in freemasonry. The number “33” is very
important, and so is its prime factors, 11 & 3. The World Trade Towers
was designed to be the biggest number 11 in the world. The airport
runway the the space shuttle used to land at at Kennedy Space Center
is numbered runway “33”. That was meant to be, nothing big or highlevel in the world happens by coincidence or accident.
The expanse of their intrigue is phenomenal. Freemasons controlled
(started and ended) World War I, leaving a 33 mark at the time the war
ended, officially at 11am on 11/11/1918; 3 11s. Today it is known as
Veteran's Day.
The were behind the assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy; which
occurred on 11/22/1963. The 33 mark is 11+22. They shot him atop
the pyramid triangle the streets make at the masonic designed Dealy
Plaza in Dallas; which also falls on the 33rd degree line of latitude of
the world map. This is how they celebrate their concealed power and
and control over the world.
The planning of 9-11 (which the Illuminati planned for) involved even
the number of Flight 11 which struck the big 11 on the morning of the
11th anniversary of a speech the first Bush president gave on September
11th, 1990 in front of congress in which he called for a “New World
Order”. Bush I stated it is not about one small country, the US, but a
BIG IDEA, a “new world order” (a world government). 9-11-2001 was
also the precise 60th anniversary of the construction groundbreaking of
the Pentagon. David Rockefeller himself put the first shovel into the
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ground on that morning, 9-11-1941.
The use of the flight #11 was important to Freemasony, their signing
the event. The “new world order” conspiracy is so monstrous the it
involves corporations such as American and United Airlines, in so
much as in the details and planning and coordination of the event.
Most fortune 100 CEOs are freemasons. There are hundreds of books
and films about the Illuminati and their intrigue in making 9-11
happen. Who should we have the military go after? We should firstly
arrest The House of Rothschild and the Rockefellers for trial. Those
two families are the richest and most powerful of Illuminati families.
So why did the I11uminati desire to murder roughly 3000 people in
NYC that morning of September 11th 2001? They wanted no resistance
from the American people to launch never-ending WARs – so they
caused the terror event to happen, and used 19 clueless mosrly Saudi
Arabian patsies to take the blame. The planes were auto-piloted by
remote control into the buildings. The buildings were demolished
with timed demolition explosives. The result has been never-ending
war on all those that are clueless about the pan-generational
freemasonic illuminati conspiracy to dominate the world. There is a
majority of clueless people in the world, who only get their
information from TV's, newspapers and radio stations the the cabal of
Illuminati own and control. This is how they pulled off the event.
Much more detail is in the film, 9-11 The Road to Tyranny, by Alex
Jones of infowars.com. The light ceremony where the buildings used
to be was on 3/11/2002 to 4/13/2002 using 88 lights. While most of the
world was mourning the victims, the I11uminati were celebrating. The
next big terror event happened in Madrid, Spain on the anniversary of
the light ceremony “3-11”/2004, The Madrid Train bombings.
The problem all of us face is epic and monumental - as one of the goals
of the worldwide conspiracy is to eliminate, or reduce, 95% or more of
the populations of the world; and that means you, I, and probably your
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whole family. They are currently working a timeline to 2030 to have
their new world order completed.
How can they attempt to reduce the populations to such an extent, 95+
%? They can invoke pandemics, and release new strains of whatever
killer virus they have next in stock coming from laboratories they own
and control. COVID-19 is just the beginning. The masks will never
come off. Fear of each other is something they want to happen. They
can most easily break the will of the American people; reducing
America into never-ending police-state and militarized lockdown
control using pandemics.
All of this is described in more factual detail in the 2005 book:
https://archive.org/details/TheFreemasonicArchitectureofHistory

If you want to learn more about the Illuminati, you can browse
hundreds of books and films online, or you can read all about their
history in easy to read essays. Dr. Henry Makow has written
thousands of essays about the cabal of the illuminati.
https://www.henrymakow.com/
Is if fair to say that both Donald Trump and Joe Biden (and Obama and
Clinton, the Bushes, etc.) have been and are both aware of the
I11uminati plot to keep dominating the world? Yes. They became a
part of it. But they also know it is so monstrous that they don't even
mention a word about it; if they value their lives; of themselves and
their families. They are also personally profiting from the status quo;
as things are. It would not benefit them or their families to talk about
what really happened on 9-11-2001; but surely they know 9-11 was a
rigged event, and Illuminati-style hit-job (top down terrorism). The
twin towers, and the third building, WTC#7, were brought down with
pre-planned/pre-rigged explosive demolitions. Thousands of
architects & engineers testify to this at ae911truth.org Likewise 100+
firefighters at ff911truth.org
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This leads to one of the biggest philosophical questions. How can God
know about this and not take any preemptive action to make for a
safer and more prosperous and happier world? Why did God let Hitler
rise to power and order so much terror, warfare, genocide and human
suffering for so many years? It seems He has planned for the blame to
be put on the name of Satan/Lucifer until he returns Jesus to take
control. Perhaps He can come up with a better plan, if He cared to;
whereby the world isn't sadly turned into a giant prison and
extermination complex beforehand . This world is controlled in a
slow-moving Hitlerian way since WW II - for many decades; and the
great majority of people have been just going along with it. As of 2021
about 7000 control the rest of us, 7.5 Billion people. Think about it.
This pdf-file was only meant to be a 5 page mini-booklet. There are
plenty of 300+page books about the Illuminati written over the past
couple of decades. This booklet was meant to quickly and easily go
viral ; where everybody has a chance to quickly read it and take some
sort of action - such as informing others about this. Forward this
booklet onto you friends' email and whataspp. Most people probably
have heard about freemasonry and 'the illuminati'; but fully
understanding their history is encyclopedic – more than even a
college course on the topic. We need the military to be on our side.
We currently have the internet in order to communicate and share
real high level news such as this. All it takes is attaching this .pdf to an
email and sending it out to 10 other people. If just 1 out of 10 people who
read this will share it with 10 other people via email, then word will
gradually or quickly get around and we can all, rather sooner than
later, and together, pray for better days.
Help expose the Illuminati and Best Wishes to You and Your Family...
Eric Rainbolt, World Historian, 49, Chicago
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